As more consumers take advantage of online banking services, branch networks are declining across the country. Limited attention has been given to identifying any possible spatial patterns of branch closures and, more importantly, the community demographics where branches close their doors. This analysis uses an innovative spatial statistics concept to study financial services: Using data from 2010 to 2016, a random labelling test is conducted to understand branch closure clustering in the Philadelphia, Chicago, and Baltimore metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs). Additionally, spatial autocorrelation is tested, and an MSA-level spatial regression analysis is done to see if there is a pattern to branch closures in metropolitan areas. I find evidence of branch closure clusters in the Chicago and Philadelphia MSAs; however, this spatial pattern is only observable within the suburbs, not the primary city itself. Using a random labelling test is a methodological innovation in regional economic studies and propels our understanding of banking deserts and underserved neighborhoods.
Introduction
Since the onset of the Great Recession, many banks have reduced the size of their branching networks. This reduction is due to multiple factors, including increased merger and acquisition activity following the Great Recession, changes to firm strategy, and consumers' increased reliance on mobile technology, which have weakened the value of physical banking locations for many consumers and decreased the demand for bank branches. However, recent research suggests that proximity, or lack thereof, to a bank branch still matters. Limited physical bank access negatively affects specific populations, such as small businesses and those living in disadvantaged neighborhoods (Nguyen, 2014) . Evidence suggests that consumers who had poor exposure to banks as children experience worse financial health than their peers later in life (Brown, Cookson, and Heimer, 2016) . Examining the geographic distribution of branch closures is therefore necessary to understand the equality of physical bank access for different neighborhoods. Additionally, studying the geography of branching is central to understanding banking competition, especially in urban landscapes. The goal of this project is twofold: (1) to explore possible spatial patterns, with a specific focus on clustering, in bank branch closures within the Philadelphia, Chicago, and Baltimore metropolitan areas, three regions that recently experienced substantial branching network contractions (Taylor et al., 2017) and (2) if spatial closure patterns emerge, do the census tracts that experience at least one bank branch closure share any especial demographic characteristics?
The U.S. bank branch network is forecast to continue shrinking (Gensler, 2016; Morgan, Pinkovsky, and Yang, 2016) . This has served as the genesis for a growing body of literature on consumers' interactions with the banking system and the role of geographic proximity to financial services, both informal and formal (Smith, Smith, and Wackes, 2008) . However, to the author's knowledge, there is a lack of analysis at the city or metropolitan level on the geographic distribution of branch closures. Understanding these distributions and identifying clusters of branch closures help researchers and policymakers who are interested in the role geographic proximity plays within financial inclusion.
Recent literature underscores the importance of physical proximity with respect to lending. When lending is information intensive, bank closures have a negative effect on local credit supply, and this contraction is more austere in low-income and high-minority neighborhoods (Nguyen, 2014) . Spatial price discrimination is another concern; previous research has found that loan rates increase with the distance between the firm (borrower) and the next competing bank (Degryse and Ongena, 2005) . Additionally, the distance to a bank does not affect household behavior equally: Low-and moderate-income (LMI) households with access to a nearby bank branch experience larger increases in the likelihood of owning a bank account than non-LMI households (Goodstein and Rhine, 2017; Celerier and Matray, 2017) . Exploring the substitution effects of branch closures, researchers recently found that during 2010-2015, regions that experienced at least a 5 percent reduction in bank branches received 40 percent of LendingClub's consumer loans (Jagtiani and Lemieux, 2017) . There is also evidence that alternative financial service providers are disproportionately concentrated in neighborhoods that are not traditionally served by banks (Smith et al., 2009) . These articles and others explore the relationship between credit supply (both formal and from alternative services) and the proximity to a bank. Analysis with respect to proximity to bank branches exists; however, there is a lack of research on the proximity to declining bank access or how branch closures affect consumers.
Additionally, spatial autocorrelation has been analyzed in many social science contexts, including crime (Troy, Grove, and O'Neil-Dunne, 2012) , home values (Dubin, 1992; Cohen and Coughlin, 2008) , and mortgage prices (Zou, 2014) . Within the bank branch literature, however, very little attention is given to this statistical concept. Banks do not decide which branches to close randomly. Rather, current and forecast credit demand and profitability, as well as mergers and acquisitions, help to determine whether a specific branch remains open. Therefore, branch closure locations within a city or market may be spatially dependent for multiple reasons: People with similar levels of income, educational attainment, and race/ethnicity tend to live near one another. These factors are associated with credit demand. Neighborhoods also tend to be composed of housing units with similar values, and evidence exists of high concentrations of subprime mortgages within certain urban neighborhoods (Hwang, Hankinson, and Brown, 2014) .
This reality needs to be considered for future research. The presence of spatial autocorrelation affects assumptions required for statistical inference. If data are spatially dependent, a value at a specific location can be predicted solely from a nearby observation; this violates independence. Spatial dependence introduces over-and undercounting bias in ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions, which is indicative of a misspecified model. Therefore, we need to determine whether spatial autocorrelation is present and whether it is vital for analyzing a possible correlation between branch closures and socioeconomic traits. The main contributions of this paper are incorporating spatial autocorrelation into the bank networks context and the original technical use of the random labelling test. This technique, used to test for spatial clustering, has not been widely employed in social science research. Incorporating this spatial statistic allowed for the discovery of varying spatial clustering patterns of branch closures within the MSAs, which would not have been possible using more conventional tools.
Two null hypotheses are tested in this paper: (1) The locations of branch closures that occurred in 2010-2016 in the Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Chicago MSAs are not significantly more clustered than the distribution of all branches within each MSA, respectively, and (2) tract characteristics are randomly distributed among census tracts that experienced a branch closure.
Data and Methodology

Study Area
The study area for this analysis includes the following MSAs: Philadelphia-CamdenWilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD; Baltimore-Columbia-Towson, MD; and Chicago-NapervilleElgin, IL-IN-WI. The Philadelphia MSA consists of five counties in Pennsylvania (Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia), four in New Jersey (Salem, Gloucester, Camden, and Burlington), one (New Castle) in Delaware, and one in Maryland (Cecil). The Baltimore MSA consists of seven Maryland counties (Howard, Baltimore, Anne Arundel, Baltimore City, Carroll, Queen Anne's, and Hartford). The Chicago MSA consists of nine counties in Illinois (Cook, DuPage, DeKalb, Will, Grundy, Kendall, Kane, McHenry, and Lake), four (Jasper, Porter, Newton, and Lake) in Indiana, and one (Kenosha) in Wisconsin.
The Philadelphia and Chicago metropolitan regions are both among the top 10 largest (population) in the country. All three geographies rank in the top 10 MSAs that experienced the greatest share of bank branch closures in the past decade (Taylor et al., 2017) . Additionally, these MSAs also experienced large numbers, not just rates, of branch closures. The unit of analysis for the cluster analysis is the bank branch, and the unit of analysis for the distribution of neighborhood characteristics is the census tract, a relatively small geographic unit with an approximate population of 4,000. The spatial size of census tracts exhibits a considerable variation within an MSA because the size is dependent on population density. Tracts in the urban center are very small, whereas tracts near the border of the MSA generally are much larger. In this paper, a branch closure is defined as a bank branch that was open in June 2010 and closed any time before June 2016 (these midyear endpoints are explained in detail in the following section). Owing to the specific techniques required for the cluster analysis, I was not able to add branch closures for bank branches that opened after June 2010. For example, if a bank opened a branch in a Chicago tract in 2011 and closed the branch two years later, it was not included in this study.
Data
The geocoded branch locations come from SNL's Branch Analytics tool. This tool uses the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)'s Summary of Deposits (SOD) annual data sets (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) but is cleaned and geocoded for SNL's use. SOD data provide a snapshot of the nation's banks on June 30 every year. For example, the 2016 SOD data capture any changes to the branch network that occurred from July 1, 2015 , until June 30, 2016 . The SOD data also attempt to keep the branch ID consistent in the event that a bank branch relocates nearby. If a branch moving across the street resulted mistakenly in a new branch ID, branch closures (identified by firm ID) were checked against any branch openings (by firm ID) within the tract by the author. U.S. banks and thrifts increased their branching networks through 2009; however, since then, more branches have closed each year than opened (Taylor et al., 2017) . As a result, the original set of branch locations for all three MSAs is derived from the 2010 SOD. The 2010 data illustrate the banking landscape within the U.S. as it was on June 30, 2010. The set of closed branches is therefore any branch that was open on June 30, 2010, and closed before June 30, 2016 (Table 1) . This brief comparative analysis is important because it reinforces that there is no single unifying trend among all three MSAs before any regression analysis is conducted. 
Spatial Co-occurrence/Clustering of Bank Branch Closures
The fundamental idea of this second-order analysis is that this approach identifies branch closure clustering conditional on the bank branch locations in 2010, a year with relatively robust branching networks. The key question is whether any concentrations of branch closures are greater than would be expected given the branch locations within the Chicago, Baltimore, and Philadelphia MSAs in 2010.
K-Functions
The K-function is a measure of the average number of events within a given radius for any randomly selected event (Dixon, 2002) . Specifically, a circle with a given distance is drawn around every closure event in each MSA data set, and then the average number of branch closures is calculated from each circle within that given radius. This process is repeated for many different radii. For Ripley's K-function, or the homogeneous point process, this can be defined as:
1 (number of events with distance r of each event).
( 1.1) The parameter λ is the rate, or density; therefore, it is calculated as the number of events per unit area. Lambda has a constant value for the case of an unlabelled, homogeneous point processes. Ripley's K-function is unsuitable in this analysis, however, as it assumes homogeneity across the entire area of study when calculating Euclidean distances between point data. Bank branch closures cannot occur spontaneously; branch closures occur at the same location where an open branch existed in a previous period. Therefore, a test based on the inhomogeneous K-function is used because it takes into account that the set of branch closure locations is conditional on existing within the set of open bank branches in a previous period (Buzard et al., 2017) . However, in this inhomogeneous example, the Kfunction needs to be adjusted slightly: The parameter instead becomes a function, λ(x), where x is the location of a randomly selected event (branch closure).
Kii(r) = (
number of type i events with radius r of type i events
The inhomogeneous intensity function is represented by ( ). Again, this function conveys the likelihood of a given point at location . The inhomogeneous K-function (Equation 1.2) is the basis of the statistical test for the random labelling hypothesis. Since only one marked point pattern is observed (for each MSA), the main challenge in testing the null hypothesis is the lack of any information regarding the true distribution of branch closures in each metropolitan area. To overcome this missing information, estimating the Kfunctions under the null hypotheses is achieved through Monte Carlo simulation.
Random Labelling Test for Marked Point Patterns
To test for clusters of branch closures, the inhomogeneous distribution of bank branch locations needs to be controlled. The random-labelling test of marked point data accomplishes this data necessity. Random labelling is the result of independent assignment of marks to an original (already existing) point pattern. Bank branch closures can be considered a marked point pattern. A point pattern, X 0 = { 0 : = 1,…, n}, is simply the distribution of n events on a surface (Baddeley, 2008) . In addition to focusing on a spatial pattern of points alone, the label-or mark-associated with each point can be of interest. The marked pattern is therefore a stochastic process that generates pairs of joint locations and labels (Smith, 2016) . The labels represent data that are qualitatively different. The operating status (open or closed) is the mark in this analysis. So each bank branch location within the set, = 1, … , , can be described by the pair ( , ), where ∈ is the location of the bank branch within the MSA, and ∈ {0,1} is a mark, or label, indicating whether the bank is open or closed.
The marked random labelling test supplies the correct null hypothesis for analyzing bank branch closures because the marking process (branch operating status) occurs after a point process (decision where a branch is located) has already been established. Therefore, the decision by firms of which branches to close is a secondary process that acts on existing branches within the metro area's banking networks. 
Random Labelling Hypothesis Test
To determine whether branch statuses are assigned independently of branch locations, the random labelling hypothesis was tested. The underlying assumption for this test is that branch closures are assigned via an inhomogeneous Poisson process and therefore have varying intensity. In other words, the occurrence of branch closures is determined by a Poisson distribution conditional on the spatial distribution of bank branch locations. This test's null hypothesis implies that each event label (bank branch status) is not influenced by its location, that is:
for all locations s1,…,sn ∈ R and labels m1,…, mn ∈ {0,1}. Here Pr(m1,…, mn) represents the marginal distribution of branch closure locations, and Pr[(m1,…, mn) | (s1,…,sn)] denotes the conditional distribution of marks (branch operation status) given their locations within each MSA. Therefore, the set of observed branches in 2010 does not provide information about whether that branch is now open or closed, just that this location is occupied by a branch with one status or the other. This does not mean that these two states are equally likely to occur; the majority of bank branches remained open in all three metro areas studied. The distribution of labels, Pr(m1,…, mn), captures the likelihood of closed branches.
For random labelling hypothesis tests, the distribution of marked point patterns under the null hypothesis is required. Before testing, there is one more necessary assumption: The marginal distribution of labels does not depend on the order in which unique events are labelled. In other words, the likelihood of the branch statuses within a set, (m1, …, mn) does not depend on which bank location contains the "1" subscript. More formally, this condition that all points within a set must be exchangeable requires that for all permutations (π1, …, πn) of the mark subscripts (1,…, n),
This condition combined with Equation (1.1) implies that all the possible labellings of events are equally likely when generating replicate point patterns. This is necessary for making an exact sampling distribution of marked point patterns under the null hypothesis. For each study area, or MSA, sample marked point patterns are produced by holding the point locations fixed within the study region and assigning the marks by permutation from the observed mark distribution from each MSA.
The null hypothesis of no spatial clustering is tested using Diggle and Chetwynd's (1991) modified K-function methodology,
where A is the region of study, is the length of the radius drawn around a randomly chosen branch in the MSA, and is the indicator that the event dij ≤ . is a weight specified for every ordered pair (i, j) within the MSA set. Its value is inversely proportional to the circumference of a circle centered on point i that passes through point j. n1 is the number of closed branches, and n is the number of all branches within A (the MSA).
11 and 22 are comparative with tallies of closed branches and all branches, respectively, within distance r of a randomly chosen bank branch. From Equations (1.1) and (1.2) and under the random labelling null hypothesis, it follows that ̂1 1 ( ) = ̂2 2 ( ).
(1.7) Equation (1.7) suggests that the most useful way to inspect any divergences from the null is to inspect the differences between the estimates for both K-functions. 
Therefore, a two-sided, 95 percent point-wise critical bounds can be estimated from generating 39 random simulations of branch closures (Cronie and van Lieshout, 2016; Dixon, 2002; Smith, 2016) . The interpretation of the plotted results is therefore that if any one of the observed difference functions strays outside the envelopes, the null hypothesis would be rejected at distance r.
In addition to better representing the set of branch closures than Ripley's (homogeneous) K-function method, the random labelling test has several benefits: By conditioning events on a set of existing locations, the edge effects problem disappears. Also, modeling events as marked point processes is useful when the location process is complex: The set of feasible locations for banks, as well as most physical structures, has a horde of both observed and unobserved restrictions, such as land-use constraints. By modeling open and closed bank branches as a bivariate marked point process, the location process of branches is separated from the distribution of the event, whether the bank was opened or closed in 2016.
Spatial Autocorrelation
The second question within this analysis considers the relationship between branch closure locations and the underlying tract characteristics. Specifically, do census tracts that experience at least one bank branch closure have similar socioeconomic and demographic characteristics? Both bivariate and multivariate statistical techniques are used to shed light on this question. To explore any possible correlation, one important issue must be addressed: Spatial autocorrelation is a common concern whenever analysis is conducted at the census tract level. Since tracts are defined by neighborhood boundaries, nearby tracts tend to have more similar characteristics than relatively remote tracts. OLS estimation requires the assumption that observations are independent and identically distributed; errors of the residual are uncorrelated. However, for bank branch closures, tract characteristics are potentially dependent on the levels within neighboring tracts. In this case, OLS estimation can produce biased and inconsistent parameter estimates. 
where n is the number of census tracts, W is the sum of weights wij for all census tract pairs, and zi = -̅ , where x is the value of the variable at location i and ̅ is the mean value of the variable in question. This tool tests for homogeneity in tract-level attribute values between each tract and its neighboring tracts. Therefore, a significantly high Moran's I statistic would be the basis for rejecting the null hypothesis that the attribute is randomly distributed among census tracts within each MSA.
Since a strong spatial autocorrelation is detected between census tracts with respect to these eight characteristics (results are not included but can be provided by the author), OLS is unsuitable to predict unbiased estimates. To generate the most accurate parameter estimates, and therefore conclusions, a spatial regression model is used to control for spatial dependence. A spatial regression model simply adds an additional error term to the linear probability model to account for spatial autocorrelation (Anselin, Syabri, and Kho, 2006) .
Even though the results from the Global Moran's I test indicate that OLS estimates are not suitable, it is still necessary to perform a Lagrange multiplier test on OLS residuals to determine which spatial regression model specification -either spatial error or spatial lag -is appropriate for the regressions. For all three MSAs, the Lagrange multiplier test statistic indicated that a spatial lag model is required. A spatial lag model assumes that the explanatory variables alone cannot explain the spatial dependence because the spatial structure alters the dependent variable (Anselin, 2004; Zou, 2014) . Theoretically, the spatial lag model is designed for use in instances in which externalities or spillover effects are common (Troy et al., 2012; Anselin 2004) . In this analysis, socioeconomic characteristics and local credit conditions can explain these effects. The spatial lag models (one unique model per MSA) are identified as:
where y represents whether the tract (which had an open retail bank branch in June 2010) experienced at least one branch closure, Wy is a n×1 vector of the spatially lagged dependent variable, β denotes the slope of each explanatory variable, x represents the explanatory variables, ρ denotes the spatial autoregressive coefficient, λs1 represents state fixed effects, λc2 represents county fixed effects, and μ denotes a spatially independent error term.
For all MSAs, a k-nearest neighbors spatial weights matrix, W, is used in this study. A spatial weights matrix of n units is a nonnegative matrix W = (wij : i, j = 1, … , n), and each spatial weight, wij, represents the spatial influence of unit j on unit i. For a given census tract, i, this weighting structure simply ranks all the other census tracts j, in terms of centroid distance from tract i. The set Nk(i) ={j(1), j(2), … j(k)} contains the k-closest units (census tracts) to unit i. Formally, the k-nearest neighbor spatial weights matrix is defined by:
Census tracts are, of course, not all the same size and shape. Census tracts are smaller in city centers and relatively larger in suburban areas. Therefore, this paper uses row standardizations of the distance weights matrices. To standardize the original spatial weights matrix, the nonnegative weights (wii : i ≠ j) are normalized to have a unit sum.
The interpretation of each weight within the matrix is now "the fraction of all spatial influence on unit i, from unit j" (Smith, 2016) .
All regression models and corresponding statistics were run in RStudio. The original linear probability model and the spatial model of best fit are reported in Table 4 2 .
Results
Cluster Analysis Results
The association between bank branch status (open or closed) and branch location was explored first in this analysis. As can be seen in Figures 4 and 7 , there is evidence that the distribution of branch closures in both the Chicago and Philadelphia MSAs are clustered at relatively short distances (at roughly 2-4 km), conditional on the 2010 retail bank branch networks. However, Figure 10 illustrates that within the Baltimore MSA, the estimated difference, ̂1 1 ( ) -̂2 2 ( ), remains within the Monte Carlo envelopes for all radii, r. Therefore, there is no evidence of clustering within the Baltimore MSA.
The majority of all branches closed during this period of study occurred outside the major city's limits in all MSAs analyzed: Only 16.57 percent of all Baltimore MSA branch closures occurred in Baltimore; Philadelphia (city) experienced 19.32 percent of all branches lost in the MSA, and Chicago experienced 24.16 percent of its MSA's closures. As a result, the same analysis is run next on the primary city itself (Chicago, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, respectively) as well as the suburban region (the entire MSA minus the primary city itself). Similar to the results shown in Figure 10 , the random labelling tests failed to produce significant evidence of clustering within Baltimore (city) or within the noncity portion of the Baltimore MSA. However, a pattern emerged in the Philadelphia and Chicago MSAs: Figures 6 and 9 show that the respective differences, ̂1 1 ( ) -̂2 2 ( ), for the city alone, remain well within the constructed 95 percent of critical bands. Therefore, there is no evidence of clustering among retail bank branch closures in either city (conditional on the branching networks in 2010). So we conclude that 2010-2016 retail bank branch closures do not appear to be clustered and do not have any significant spatial pattern in either primary city, given the locations of retail bank branches in 2010.
The results for the suburban areas do, however, appear to indicate the presence of a spatial pattern. These results are shown in Figures 5 and 8 . The estimated difference functions both fail to be completely contained by the 95 percent confidence bands generated from the Monte Carlo simulations. The null hypothesis is rejected in both the noncity regions of Philadelphia and Chicago with relatively smaller values of r. Therefore, we conclude that there is evidence of retail branch closures occurring in clusters in the noncity regions of both the Chicago and Philadelphia MSAs. Additionally, the null hypothesis is also rejected at greater distances (approximately when r = 17 -20 km) within the Philadelphia MSA ( Figure 5 ). 
Bivariate Analysis
The bivariate analysis confirmed the trend illustrated in the summary statistics ( Table 2) that Chicago and Philadelphia branch closure census tracts are much more similar than the Baltimore tracts. Table 3 contains these findings. There is a positive and significant relationship between median income and branch closures as well as a significant negative relationship between the unemployment rate and branch closures in both Chicago and Philadelphia. It is also important to note that the signs of the estimated Spearman's correlation coefficients are not uniform across cities. The percent of the population below the federally defined poverty line is negatively related to experiencing a branch closure in Chicago but positively related within the Baltimore MSA. Additionally, the share of the tract that is white is negatively related to branch closures in Baltimore but has the opposite relationship in the Chicago MSA. These correlations varied greatly across MSAs.
Despite what drives branch closures, there are patterns of branch closures with respect to socioeconomic and demographic variables. The bivariate analysis results indicate that 2010-2016 branch closures were not equally distributed among all tracts that had at least one bank branch in these three metro regions. Results suggest that with respect to median income, poverty, and race, branch closures did not occur uniformly. Table 4 contains the results of tracts experiencing at least one branch closurerepresented by a dummy (0,1) -regressed on multiple neighborhood socioeconomic and demographic variables. The first column for all metropolitan statistical areas holds the OLS estimation results from the base linear probability model. The second column within each MSA displays the results from spatial lag model. The three spatial lag models consistently produced lower Akaike information criterion (AIC) values compared with the OLS estimates derived from the linear probability model. The AIC value is commonly used to compare a spatial error model with a baseline model; a model with the lower AIC value is interpreted as being "most valid" (Anselin, 2004) . This suggests that the spatial lag (SLAG) models produce more robust results compared with the baseline linear probability models. The SLAG models do not noticeably change the coefficients in terms of sign or magnitude; however, in some cases, differences emerge with respect to statistical significance. This result suggests that there is a problem of efficiency with OLS, and this is lessened with the use of the SLAG model.
Multivariate Analysis
It is important to note that there is no tract characteristic that has a consistent, significant relationship to experiencing a branch closure across all three MSAs from 2010 to 2016. The percent of unemployed has a significant negative relationship with branch closures in the Baltimore MSA. Additionally, the SLAG model resulted in tract distance to the CDB having a significant negative relationship with Baltimore MSA branch closures. Both Chicago and Philadelphia have a significant positive relationship between median family income and branch closures, whereas no such relationship exists in the Baltimore MSA (Table 3) . Within Chicago, the share of tract population that is Hispanic is negatively related to branch closures. 
Discussion and Conclusion
This study revealed evidence of branch closure clustering at small distances (2-5 km) in both the Chicago and Philadelphia MSAs. There was no evidence of any spatial patterns of branch closures in the Baltimore MSA during 2010-2016. Additionally, these spatial clustering patterns seem to be driven by the branch closure locations in quasi-urban areas, or branches within the MSA but not within the primary city itself. This result complements recent literature and trade press articles that indicate banks are prioritizing urban branches at the expense of quasi-urban and rural branches. Also, these results are consistent with the hypothesis that banks are incentivized by the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) and make an effort to keep branches open in CRA-eligible census tracts. Additionally, while this trend was evident in the Chicago and Philadelphia MSA results, not all metropolitan regions studied in this paper experienced a clear, spatial pattern with respect to branch closures. This finding is important because it supports the hypothesis that banks have different retail branching strategies both across metropolitan regions and within metro areas.
While this paper is primarily concerned with the branch closure processes -not the original branching location decisions -future research should aim to analyze both. When closures are determined by merger and acquisition activity, the primary spatial processor the decision where to open a bank -becomes more important. That is why the next steps will include analyzing multiple firm decisions, not just closure locations.
This study also attempts to reveal whether there are socioeconomic imbalances associated with the distribution of branch closure locations experienced in three metropolitan regions. Again, it is important to stress that this analysis tried to identify relationships from the set of census tracts that housed an open bank branch in mid-2010. Results from both OLS and spatial regression models indicate a slight evidence of association between experiencing a branch closure and socioeconomic variables (at the census tract or neighborhood level). This evidence suggests that other variables may be much better predictors of branch closures. While other census-tract level characteristics not used in this paper need to be explored in future work, firm-and branch-level characteristics also need to be included in future branch closure studies.
The results also reveal that making use of spatial models is a clear improvement over more common regression models that cannot control for spatial autocorrelation. There was significant spatial autocorrelation detected in all three samples and the use of spatial models improved estimation precision. This knowledge is useful for upcoming inquiries. Bank branch proximity research reliant on OLS models may introduce unintentional inefficiency. This could lead to imprecise conclusions. For example, in Chicago, the OLS model indicates that there is no relationship between the share of the tract population that is Hispanic and branch closures. However, the spatial lag model shows a significant negative relationship between the two. Other social science fields commonly employ spatial regression models in their research; changes to retail bank branch networks is just one example in which there is much to be gained with the application of spatial models.
Lastly, identifying patterns between tracts that experienced a branch closure versus tracts that contained a branch that did not close -instead of all census tracts within the MSAremoves a great deal of variation from this analysis. In essence, it removes all census tracts that never had any branches to lose. Figures 11-13 illustrate this point. Large regions in both Chicago and Philadelphia have poor access to formal financial institutions. Future bank branching and financial inclusion research need to determine if the scope of the research includes only geographies that recently had retail bank branches but lost them or all regions that do not have access to bank access. This paper used the former approach. However, researchers must decide if all banking deserts should be treated the same or if there are truly fundamental differences between relatively new banking deserts and enduring banking deserts. In summary, this exploratory study uncovers spatial clustering of branch closures within two out of the three metropolitan statistical areas analyzed. Spatial autoregressive models then provided better model fitness for all regions analyzed. Among the limitations of this study is the use of the branch location data. Although the Branch Analytics Tool uses cleaned SOD data, this data set has well-documented challenges with respect to consistent formatting and incomplete address information. Second, this study was cross-sectional. Adding a temporal aspect to this analysis would be very informative.
Examining the spatial distribution of branch closures is crucial to our understanding of financial inclusion, especially our access to the formal financial sector. However, this picture is not complete without including branch openings. Therefore, future research will need to model both branch closures and openings. Shrinking branch networks are expected to continue in the foreseeable future. Determining the spatial structure of either the closures or the remaining branches is the first step in understanding the potential impact of branch closures. Future research is needed; however, this research must take into account the spatial structure common to these data, and the increasing use of spatial models is encouraged. 
